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[ ] Shohei Ohtani - MLB News, Rumors, & Updates
https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/shohei-ohtani-player
In now USA, Shohei Otani has become an unprecedented and outstanding Japanese player,
matching the record of accomplishments of the greatest baseball player of all time, Babe
Ruth. Like Ruth, he is also remarkable for unusual ability as both a pitcher and a
fielder.Otani's HR/AB, showing how many at-bats it takes to mark one home run, is 14.6.

However, recently, his interpreter assistant was arrested for involvement in illegal gambling,
and Otani's fraudulent manipulation of bank accounts to compensate for his big loss came to
light.Then Otani's response to the media of blocking reporters' questions strongly suggests
that he is hiding something inconvenient due to the business&political intentions of the
American baseball society and the United States(for Japanese)?.There is a possibility that if
the facts are made public, special measures will be taken to exempt him from being expelled
from the baseball society. Essentially, he of self-conscious the giant player is more aware
than anyone else that there is “no need for crime or malice”.He could be another hero of the
fact confessing by this action with rejecting somewhat suspicious advice from his around
☞:At now it is not that author know the exact fact on this scandal.
 Shohei Ohtani interpreter allegedly stole $16M from MLB star, lost $40M gambling: What to know
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/dodgers/2024/04/13/shohei-ohtani-interpreter-ip
pei-mizuhara/73309114007/?utm_source=FOX_Sports
Ultimately, Mizuhara impersonated Ohtani to execute wire transfers from the account to the bookies

 Illegal Sports Betting
https://www.americangaming.org/illegal-sports-betting/
For decades, state-regulated brick and mortar sportsbooks in Nevada offered the only legal sports betting in the U.S.

 Bank fraud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_fraud

[２]：Ohtani’s Personality and the Special BaseBALL Education in Japan.
Like school education the general in Japan,it is entirely fascism education for children and
youth in Japan in order to be obedient to the authority,but without own free idea and opinion.
Weakening and Deterioration Education the anti-Education
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Education.pdf
The righteous aim of education is making non adult to adult who can make living by his own
ability to feed his family.In business,they must find problem to solve to make more profit..
While in Japan they make children to chldren who only obey the authority,If not,they are to
be punished by strong point deduction principleAs the consequnece,from 1990,Japan
has been entirely declining in every aspect,in politics,economy,academy,life way of people,
peple’s personality deterioration.Especially political decadence is remarkable making
people more desperate.Why they have become so terrible enough?.It is USA.
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Japan has entirely been declining_None will touch it_
The real cause and the Essential Countermeasures
http://777true.net/Japan-the-IMPOSSOBLE%E3%83%BCRevolution.pdf

In the unprecedented global universal deceit times,if you could pay some support,
Japan could success INDEPENDENT REVOLUTION from the brutal USA.
http://777true.net/Possible-Japan-Independent-Revolution-against-brutal-USA.pdf

Letter to the Korean People in the Upside Down World.
http://777true.net/Letter-to-the-Korean-People-in-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf

The Wicked Spirit in Highest Place in the Upside Down Deadly Fake World!
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-Wo
rld_A.pdf

[３]：Ohtani’s Strong Effect in Japan.
At first,the Media has been treating him in large portion to decrease general
news of increasing inconvenient one in recent decaying Japan.
A modern Japanese has strong inferiority complex against white people
nation,so his outstanding playing becomes joy for many Japanese who has been
facing declining Japan.It also great deceiving effect of increasing pro America
who actually has been strongly exploiting and damaging Japan(written in the
below)with huge cost.Especially note this is entirely not Ohtani’s private
responsibility,but the ill will Japanese media the betrayal without the fact
disclosing.Also author hope his more growing both in baseball and in awareness
on his invisible political role..Any people watching baseball has.his home
economy with difficult business in the declining world.Really author fight against
NAZIS USA,while he love US Jazz culture and respect Americans of the truth
who fight against and once taught him NAZIS USA.
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APPENDIX1;Another Basic Balls(elementary particles)Game.
Also author may have been basic balls player by hitting down 12B$ SSC project.
This is so to say a complete wiping out all base runners by goodbye home run !!.
SSC is Super conduction Super Collider for elementary particle research experiment facility
in Texas.In 1993 Spring,author contributed a very fundamental thesis on elementary particle
theory to Kyoto University in Japan.In 1993 Autumn,USA senate declared canceling.SSC in
the construction of half way.They explained the financial difficulty,but the fact is entirely not
money,but pure scientific cause.After all,the thesis had made SSC of no use,because,it had
become evident that elementary particle theory had become completed.
The Clear 3 Evideces of Completion of Elementary Particle Theory.

 :Elementary particle theory is wave field dynamics one determined by an Action
Function.It is so to say a wallet.People acts(dynamics)to pay the least money.
Also note classical dynamics is only a Newton equation force=mass x acceleration.

 ；Action function is determined by General Gauge Principle due to the Principle of
Equivalence(A,Einstein 1916;;R.Utiyama 1956;;,M Suzuki1993).

 ：Unified elementary theory had been completed by so called Gauge Field Quantization.
<1967,L.E.Faddeev V.N.Popov> Quantum Gravity Dynamics QGD  

☞;Authors works were fixing on a error(1993) and test driving the theory(1995, QGD).

Matter evolution and BigBang Process⒜ of gauge field dynamics etc are derived.

Thereby,once again he strongly demands the fixing fee of SSC of no use to
American Physical Society and DOE of US Government(1% of SSC cost).
Note he has been in terrible poverty since 1993 by substantially bankruptcy.The poverty with lawless life

has been killing him silently and slowly.Now he(76 old with disease)is way toward homeless.

Compensation Petition on Making Needless of 12B$ SSC(1993)
http://777true.net/Compensation-Petition-on-the-Needless-of-12B$-SSC.pdf

☞;Even at now,2024,many injustice researchers is engaging the research,which is big tax wasting.

For General People.
⒜http://777true.net/Whole-View-on-This-Paralyzed-World.pdf
Appendix 1: SO(11;1)→SO(11) universe creation in gauge field process by QGD.
Troublesome Illusion in Elementary Particle Physics
⒝http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

Both For General People & the Expert
⒞http://777true.net/anyone-can-insight-deepest-matter-world-by-least-Logic&Math
-with-easy-translation.pdf
⒟http://777true.net/The-Essence-of-Recognition-on-This-Universe-may-be
-Non-Contradiction.pdf
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For the Expert.
⒠http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
⒡http://www.777true.net/CANONICAL-QUANTIZATION-PRINCIPLE.pdf
⒢http://www.777true.net/General-Gauge-Principle.pdf
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